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The attitude of a satellite is often controlled by reactive forces requiring some
additional energy. But it can also be stabilized by means of some subsystem of the
satellite moving in a nonideal fluid as an oscillator with damping. This does not
require additional energy and is called ‘‘passive stabilization.’’ Moreover the
relative motion tends asymptotically to zero together with the satellite finding the
desired position. Here we consider passive stabilization for hamiltonian systems
from a mathematical point of view and show that stabilization can sometimes be
obtained by nonlinear terms. As an example, we consider passive stabilization of a
simple pendulum. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: stability; asymptotic stability; control; Lyapunov function; passive
stabilization; critical cases.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let us first consider a hamiltonian system described by H x, y and
Ž . Ž .admitting the stable solution x, y s 0, 0 . Then we introduce supple-
Ž .mentary variables q in order to get a new hamiltonian H x, y, p, q and
the equations of motion
› H › H › H › H
x s , y s y , q s , p s y q f p ,Ž .˙ ˙ ˙ ˙
› y › x › p › q
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Ž . Ž .where f are friction forces. If the solution x, y, q, p s 0, 0, 0, 0 of the
new system is asymptotically stable, then we say that we realized passive
stabilization of the initial system.
This first aim can in principle be verified by the Barbashin]Krasovskii
theorem or by theorems close to this one given by V. M. Matrosov, J. P.
Ž w x.Lasalle, and N. Rouche see, for instance, 5, p. 50, 62, 243 .
If, moreover, we wish to construct an explicit Lyapunov function, then
we are naturally brought to using several lemmas established for this
Žpurpose by A. M. Lyapunov, L. Salvadori, and A. Ya. Savchenko see, for
w x.instance, 4 .
Here we observe that it is not essential to have an even number of
Ž .supplementary variables q, p and we note the new variables u in order to
get notations closer to those used in control theory.
2. NOTATIONS AND POSITION OF THE PROBLEM
Ž . rLet us consider a hamiltonian H x, y, u defined on V = V = R andx y
analytic with respect to all its arguments, V and V being open con-x y
nected sets of R n containing the origin. Using the notations
K s k , . . . , k , L s l , . . . , l , M s m , . . . , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n 1 r
x K s x k1 ??? x k n , y L s y l1 ??? y ln , uM s um1 ??? um r ,1 n 1 n 1 r
k s k q ??? qk , l s l q ??? ql , m s m q ??? qm ,1 n 1 n 1 r
we suppose that the hamiltonian H can be written as
‘
K LH x , y ; u s h u x yŽ . Ž .Ý K L
kqls2
s H Ž2. x , y , u q H Ž3. x , y , u q ??? , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž i.Ž .where the h are analytic functions of the parameter u and H x, y, uK L
Ž . K Ls k u x y with k q l s i. Then, the equilibriumK L
x , y s 0, 0 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
is obviously a solution of the canonical equations
› H › H
x s x , y ; u , y s y x , y ; u . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
› y › x
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Consider now the simplified hamiltonian
H x , y ; 0 s H x , y s H Ž2. x , y q H Ž3. x , y q ??? , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž i.Ž . Ž i.Ž . Ž .with H x, y s H x, y, 0 and suppose that the trivial solution 2 is0
stable for the system
› H › H0 0
x s x , y , y s y x , y . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
› y › x
More precisely, we suppose that this stability corresponds to the critical
case of n pairs of purely imaginary roots and that there is no resonance up
Ž .to order 4. This means that the roots "il j s 1, . . . , n of the characteris-j
tic equation of the linearized system
› H Ž2. › H Ž2.0 0
x s q x , y , y s y x , y 6Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
› y › x
are all different and that moreover for any system of integers m we havej
< <m l / 0 for 0 - m F 4. 7Ž .Ý Ýj j j
1FjFn 1FjFn
Ž . Ž .Of course, the stability of 2 for system 5 is not asymptotic.
Suppose now that, simply by introducing supplementary degrees of
freedom in the original system only by defreezing the parameter u, we
Ž .can}for any x , y in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin}0 0
obtain a suitable C1-function
u t s u t , x , y with u t “ 0 as t “ ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
such that
x t ; x , y , y t ; x , y “ 0, 0 as t “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
for the corresponding solution of the equations
› H › H
x s x , y ; u t , y s y x , y ; u t . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
› y › x
Then we say that we realized ‘‘passive stabilization’’ for the zero solution
Ž .of the original system 3 .
In control theory, one distinguishes ‘‘active stabilization’’ with a control
function u depending only on t and ‘‘synthesis stabilization,’’ where u
Ž .depends on x, y . In both cases, the choice of u comes from ‘‘outside’’
whereas here the control function u is obtained by means of a supplemen-
tary differential equation arising only from ‘‘defreezing’’ parameters inside
the system.
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As this is different from classical control theory, we call it the method of
passi¤e stabilization by defreezing of parameters. For this purpose, we intro-
duce the stabilizing function u by means of the differential equation
u s Au q F Ž2. x , y ; u q F Ž3. x , y ; u q ??? , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .˙
where A is a constant r = r matrix. Here we have in mind that generally,
Ž .but not necessarily, u s q, p , where q stands for the variables responsi-
ble for supplementary degrees of freedom, p stands for the corresponding
Ž .conjugate moments, and 9 stands for the Hamilton equations relative to
Ž . Ž .q, p , arising from H x, y, q, p and taking account of some friction
forces corresponding to displacement q.
Using the above notations, we write
F Ž i. x , y ; u s f x K y LuM i s 2, 3, . . . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý K L M
kqlqmsi
and suppose that the characteristic equation
det A y mI s 0Ž .
has r roots with strictly negative real part
m s a q ib , a - 0 j s 1, . . . , r . 11Ž . Ž .j j j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Condition 11 implies that, for x s y s 0, any solution u t, u of 9 is0
Ž .such that u t, u “ 0 as t “ ‘.0
Ž .The constants f in 10 are called ‘‘control parameters’’ and theK L M
question of passive stabilization now amounts to determining these param-
Ž . Ž .eters in such a way that the solution x, y, u s 0, 0, 0 of the complete
Ž . Ž .system 3 and 9 is asymptotically stable.
In control theory, it is often suggested that a control function u be
Ž . Ž .chosen such that the linear part of the whole system 3 and 9 has all
characteristic roots with strictly negative real part. We suggest getting
characteristic roots with strictly negative real part only for the linear part
Ž . Ž . Ž .of 9 and not for the linear part of 3 . So, for the complete system 3 and
Ž .9 , part of the roots can remain purely imaginary and we intend to get
Ž . Ž .asymptotic stability for 3 and 9 by means of nonlinearities. For the
solution of this problem, we use some ideas of Lyapunov, Salvadori, and
Savchenko.
3. SOME USEFUL LEMMAS
The case n s 1 has been studied by Lyapunov. This corresponds to one
couple of purely imaginary roots, the other roots having all strictly negative
Ž . Ž .real parts. In order to establish asymptotic stability for system 3 and 9 ,
Ž w x.he stated the following lemma see, for instance, 3, p. 473; 2, p. 110 .
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Ž .LEMMA 3.1 Lyapunov . Let n s 1, K s k, and L s l and consider a
homogeneous form
W Ž2 s. x , y s w x K y LŽ . Ý K L
kqls2 s
Ž .of order 2 s in x, y . Then there exist a unique constant G depending only on
Ž2 s.Ž .the coefficients w and a homogeneous form V x, y of order 2 s suchK L
that
› V Ž2 s. › V Ž2 s. sŽ2 s. 2 2x y y q W s G x q y .Ž .
› y › x
w xThis lemma has been extended to arbitrary n by Salvadori 6 who
studied the case with all roots purely imaginary corresponding to n G 1,
r s 0 in the above notations. It can be written as follows.
Ž . Ž2 s.LEMMA 3.2 Salvadori . Let W be a homogeneous form of order 2 s in
Ž .x, y and suppose that for any set of integers m , we ha¤ej
< <m l / 0 for m s 2 s. 12Ž .Ý Ýj j j
1FjFn 1FjFn
Then there exist constants G and a homogeneous form V Ž2. such thatK
› V Ž2 s. › V Ž2 s.
Ž2 s.l x y y q WÝ i i iž /› y › xi i1FiFn
k k1 n2 2 2 2s G x q y ??? x q y .Ž . Ž .Ý K 1 1 n n
kss
Finally, Savchenko considered the case of several couples of purely
imaginary roots, the other roots having all strictly negative real parts. To
ŽŽ Ž2 s. . < .this end, he introduced the term › V r› u Au in the above equation
Ž2 s. Ž2 s. Žand allowed dependence of V , W on the parameter u see, for
w x.instance, 7, p. 37; 1, p. 50 . In the above notations, this can be written as
follows.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3 Savchenko . Let 12 be satisfied and consider the homoge-
neous form
W Ž2 s. x , y , u s w x K y LuM .Ž . Ý K , L , M
kqlqms2 s
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Then there exist constants G depending only on the coefficients w and aK K , L, 0
Ž2 s.Ž .homogeneous form V x, y, u such that
› V Ž2 s. › V Ž2 s. › V Ž2 s.
Ž2 s.<l x y y q Au q WÝ i i i ž /ž /› y › x › ui i1FiFn 13Ž .
k k1 n2 2 2 2s G x q y ??? x q y .Ž . Ž .Ý K 1 1 n n
kss
The constants G are given explicitly asK
k k1 n
y1G s A ??? w 2 i y 1 !! ??? 2 i y 1 !!Ž . Ž .Ý ÝK K 2ŽKyI . , 2 I , 0 1 n
i s0 i s01 n 14Ž .
2 k y i y 1 !! ??? 2 k y i y 1 !!Ž . Ž .1 1 n n
where
kn a
iaA s C 2 i y 1 !! 2 k y i y 1 !!, 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ÝK k a a aa
as1 i s0a
I s i , . . . , i , 2n y 1 !!s 1.3.5 ??? 2n y 1 and y1 !!s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
4. STABILITY CONDITIONS
Ž .First let us write the hamiltonian 1 as
Ž2. ˜Ž3. ˜Ž4.H x , y ; u s H x , y q H x , y , u q H x , y , u q ??? 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
where
› H Ž2.
Ž3. Ž3.H˜ x , y , u s H x , y q x , y ; 0 ? u , 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 › u
› H Ž3.
Ž4. Ž4.H˜ x , y , u s H x , y q x , y ; 0 ? uŽ . Ž . Ž .0 › u
1 › 2H Ž2.
q x , y ; 0 u u , 18Ž . Ž .Ý i j2 › u › ui j
Ž .and so on. The characteristic roots of 6 being all purely imaginary and
Ž .verifying 7 , we can suppose without loss of generality that
1
Ž2. 2 2H x , y s l x q y . 19Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 i i i2 1FiFn
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Ž . Ž .In order to show that system 3 and 9 is asymptotically stable, we look
for a Lyapunov function of the type
1
2 2 Ž2.V x , y , u s c x q y q cf uŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý i i i2 1FiFn
q V Ž3. x , y , u q V Ž4. x , y , u 20Ž . Ž . Ž .
where c , c are strictly positive constants to be defined later on, f Ž2. is ai
quadratic form such that
Ž2.›f 25 5u Au s y u , 21Ž . Ž .ž /› u
and, for i s 3, 4,
V Ž i. x , y , u s ¤ x K y LuM , 22Ž . Ž .Ý K L M
kqlqmsi
Ž .where the constants ¤ will be defined later on. Because of 11 , theK L M
quadratic form f Ž2. exists.
Ž . Ž .The time derivative of V along 3 and 9 is now given by
˙ 2 ˙Ž3. ˙Ž4.5 5V x , y , u s y u q V x , y , u q V x , y , u q ??? 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
› V Ž3. › V Ž3.
Ž3.V˙ x , y , u s l x y yŽ . Ý i i iž /› y › xi i1FiFn
Ž3.› V
Ž3.q Au q W x , y , u , 24Ž . Ž .ž /› u
› V Ž4. › V Ž4.
Ž4.V˙ x , y , u s l x y yŽ . Ý i i iž /› y › xi i1FiFn
Ž4.› V
Ž4.q Au q W x , y , u . 25Ž . Ž .ž /› u
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The functions W Ž3. and W Ž4. stand here for
Ž3. Ž3. Ž2.˜ ˜› H › H ›f
Ž3. Ž2.W s c x y y q c F , 26Ž .Ý i i i ž /ž /› y › x › ui i1FiFn
Ž4. Ž4. Ž2.˜ ˜› H › H ›f
Ž4. Ž3.W s c x y y q c FÝ i i i ž /ž /› y › x › ui i1FiFn
Ž3. Ž3. Ž3. Ž3. Ž3.˜ ˜› V › H › V › H › V
Ž2.y q q F . 27Ž .ž /ž / ž /› y › x › x › y › u
The terms V Ž3. of order 3 in the Lyapunov function V can now be
obtained by the condition
˙Ž3.V x , y , u s 0. 28Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Because of 7 and 11 , a theorem of Lyapunov ensures that there always
Ž3. Ž .exists a homogeneous form V of order 3 satisfying 28 . Moreover,
Ž . Ž .because of 26 , its coefficients ¤ k q l q m s 3 are linear functionsK L M
Ž . Ž2. Ž3.of the control coefficients f k q l q m s 2 of F . The form V isK L M
Ž . Ž . Ž4.Ž .defined by 28 ; hence 27 defines W x, y, u completely. Its coefficients
Ž . Ž2.w k q l q m s 4 contain control coefficients of F of order 1 butK L M
Ž .also of order 2 because of the last term in 27 . Consider now the equation
k k1 nŽ4. 2 2 2 2V˙ s G x q y ??? x q y , 29Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý K 1 1 n n
ks2
˙Ž4. Ž . Ž .where V is defined by 25 . Equation 29 is then given exactly by Eq.
Ž .13 with s s 2 in Lemma 3.3 and the coefficients G are determined byK
Ž . Ž .14 and 15 .
Ž . ŽFormula 14 shows that the coefficients G depend only on w k qK K , L, 0
. Ž .l s 4 . This means, because of 27 , that the G do not depend on theK
coefficients of the form F Ž3.. The coefficients G as well as the w areK K , L, 0
polynomials of the second degree with respect to the coefficients f ofK L M
F Ž2. and of the first degree with respect to the constants c , c. Thei
condition of stabilization now amounts to the possibility of choosing
Ž . Ž .control parameters f k q l q m s 2 and c ) 0 1 F i F n , c ) 0 soK L M i
that
k k1 n2 2 2 2G x q x ??? x q yŽ . Ž .Ý K 1 2 n n
ks2
Ž . Ž .is negative definite. Indeed, for x, y, u / 0, 0, 0 and sufficiently small,
we then have
V x , y , u ) 0Ž .
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and
k2 n2 2 2 2˙ 5 5V x , y , u s y u q G x q y ??? x q y q ??? - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý K 1 1 n n
ks2
This solves the question of passive stabilization and gives rise to the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that the following assumptions hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H The origin x, y s 0, 0 of system 5 is stable.1
Ž . Ž .H The eigen¤alues of the linear part of 5 are all purely imaginary2
and there is no resonance up to order 4.
Ž . Ž .H The matrix A in 9 is negati¤e definite.3
Ž . Ž . Ž .H The linear part of 3 and 9 has 2n purely imaginary eigen¤alues4
and r eigen¤alues with strictly negati¤e real part.
Ž .H For some strictly positi¤e constants c, c , . . . , c , the quadratic5 1 n
terms of the control function can be chosen such that the homogeneous form
Ž .defined by 29 is negati¤e definite.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then the origin x, y, u s 0, 0, 0 of 3 and 9 is asymptotically stable and
Ž . Ž .system 5 is passi¤ely stabilized. Moreo¤er, the function V gi¤en by 20 is a
Lyapuno¤ function for the complete system.
5. AN EXAMPLE
Consider a bloc of mass M, fixed to a linear spring and oscillating
without friction along a horizontal x axis. If we add another mass m to the
bloc, moving with linear friction inside the bloc under the action of a
supplementary spring fixed to the bloc, we obtain a linear system of two
variables x and y, the relative motion being given, for instance, by y.
If the motion y takes place in the same direction as x, the complete
motion is clearly asymptotically stable. This means that the partial friction
of type hy provides strictly negative real part to all the roots of the linear˙
equations of motion.
If, on the contrary, the motion y is vertical, the partial friction hy˙
provides only strictly negative real parts to the roots corresponding to y,
the roots corresponding to x remaining purely imaginary. The complete
motion is not asymptotically stable.
A case between these is given by a beam moving as a pendulum without
friction around some horizontal axis. Suppose a mass m moving with linear
friction relatively to the beam under the action of some spring fixed to the
beam. If the relative motion is perpendicular to the beam in the plane of
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motion, the linearized equations are identical to those of the first case
above and ensure asymptotic stability for the complete system which is not
any more linear.
If, on the contrary, the relative motion x is parallel to the beam, the
linearized equations correspond to the second case above and do not
ensure asymptotic stability, some roots remaining purely imaginary. Never-
theless, the complete system is asymptotically stable. Indeed, the equations
of motion can be written as
2 ¨ ˙I q m a q x u q 2m a q x xu q Mgb q mg a q x sin u s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˙Ž .
30Ž .
˙2mx q hx q kx y m a q x u q mg 1 y cos u s 0. 31Ž . Ž . Ž .¨ ˙
Here M is the mass of the pendulum, b is the distance of its center of
mass to its fixed point O, and a is the distance of the equilibrium position
of m to the fixed point O when the system is at rest in vertical position.
The meaning of the other constants is evident.
The derivative of the energy is given by
˙ ˙ 2T q V s yhx .˙
˙ . 4Any solution remaining in the set E s x, u , x, u : x s 0 is such that˙ ˙
˙Ž .x s x , x s 0, x s 0. Putting this in 31 and derivating, we get u s 0,˙ ¨0
˙u s 0, x s 0, or u s 0, u s p , x s y2mgrk, or0 0
¨2 a q x u y g sin u s 0.Ž .0
Ž .Together with 30 , the last equation gives
2I q 3m a q x q 2 Mb a q x s 0.Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .This implies a q x - 0. Thus, in a neighborhood of the origin, the only0
˙Ž . Ž .solution contained in E is given by x, x, u , u s 0, 0, 0, 0 and because of˙
the Barbashin]Krasovskii theorem, the origin is asymptotically stable.
This example corresponds exactly to our theoretical study above, the
stabilization being obtained not by the linear part, but by the terms of
higher order.
Ž .In order to get a Lyapunov function of type 20 for the system, we first
put
ma2 Mb q ma ma
a s , b s g , g s 32Ž .2 2 Mb q maI q ma I q ma
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and operate the change of time
't s b t .
Noting
d




A s , B s , C s ,
mb 2ab'm b
D s 2a y g , E s 4a 2 y 2a , F s 2ag q a y 4a 2 , 33Ž .
Ž . Ž .we can write 30 and 31 as
u 9 s w ,
y9 s z ,
1 3 2w9 s yu y 2a wz q Dyu q Eywz q u q Fu y q ??? ,6
34Ž .
z9 s yAz y By q w2 y Cu 2 q yw2 q ??? .
Let us now look for a Lyapunov function
V s V Ž2. q V Ž3. q V Ž4. 35Ž .
with
V Ž2. s p u 2 q w2 q q m y2 q 2m yz q m z 2 , 36Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2
V Ž3. s a u 2 q 2 a u w q a w2 y q b u 2 q 2b u w q b w2 z , 37Ž .Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 1 2
where V Ž4. is a homogeneous form of order 4, p and q are arbitrary
Ž .strictly positive constants, and m , a , b i s 1, 2, 3 are constants to bei i i
determined. Then we get
3u
2V 9 s 2 p u w q w yu y 2a wz q Dyu q Eywz q q Fu y q ???ž /6
q 2 q m yz q m z 2Ž .0 1
q 2 q m y q m z yAz y By q w2 y Cu 2 q yw2 q ???Ž . Ž .1 2
q a u 2 q 2 a u w q a w2 zŽ .0 1 2
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2q 2 y a u w q a w q a u q a wŽ .0 1 1 2
=
3u
2yu y 2a wz q Dyu q Eyw q q Fu y q ???2ž /6
q b u 2 q 2b u w q b w2 yAz y By q w2 y Cu 2 q yw2 q ???Ž .Ž .0 1 2
2q 2 z b u w q b w q b u q b wŽ .0 1 1 2
=
3u
2yu y 2a wz q Dyu q Eywz q q Fu y q ???ž /3
d
Ž4.q V . 38Ž .
dt
If we choose
1 1 1 A 1 q B
m s , m s 1 q , m s q , 39Ž .1 2 0ž /B A B B A
the terms of order 2 in V 9 are given as
V 9Ž2. s y2 q y2 q z 2 . 40Ž .Ž .
Ž .The terms of order 3 in V 9 will vanish if the following system is satisfied.
a q 2b y Ab q 2 qm y 4a p s 0,2 1 2 2
2 a y 2 a y 2 Bb q 2 pD s 0,0 2 1
2 a y Bb q 2 qm s 0,1 2 1
41Ž .
2 a q Bb q 2 qCm s 0,1 0 1
a y Ab y 2b y 2 qCm s 0,0 0 1 2
2 a y 2 Ab q 2b y 2b s 0.1 1 0 2
Putting
22D s 4 A q B y 4 42Ž . Ž .
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Ž .and taking account of 39 , we easily deduce
1 y C
2Db s 2 q 2 A q 2 y B 4 y BŽ . Ž .0 2B
2 C
y 2 q 3 q 2C y q 2 q 2 Ap 2a q g , 43Ž . Ž .ž /B B
1 y C
2Db s 2 q 2 A q 2 4 y BŽ .2 2B
2 C
q 2 q 3 q 2C y q 2 y 2 Ap 2a q g . 44Ž . Ž .ž /B B
Ž . Ž .Looking now at formula 14 and 15 and observing that our example
Ž . Ž . Ž .corresponds to K s k s 2, x, y s u , w , and u s y, z , we get the1
Ž 2 2 .2coefficient G of the term u q w in V 9,2
1
w xG s 3w q w q 3w . 45Ž .2 4, 0, 0, 0 2, 2, 0, 0 0, 4, 0, 08
The homogeneous form W Ž4. contains the terms of order H in V 9 arising
Ž2. Ž3. Ž .only from the derivatives of V and V . The coefficients in 45 are
4 2 2 4 Ž4. Ž .those corresponding to the terms u , u w , and w in W . Equation 38
shows that
w s yb C , w s b y b C , w s b4, 0, 0, 0 0 2, 2, 0, 0 0 2 0, 4, 0, 0 2
and
1
G s 1 y 3C b q 3 y C b 46Ž . Ž . Ž .2 0 28
or
21 1 y C 1 y CŽ .
2G s 16q A q 4 y B y 2 q 4 y B 1 y 3CŽ . Ž . Ž .2 28D BB
2 C
q4q 3 q 2C y q 2 C q 1 y 4 Ap 2a q g C q 1 . 47Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /B B
< <This last expression is strictly negative for p ) 0, B y 4 and q small
Ž .enough. So the function given by 35 is a Lyapunov function for the
Ž .system 34 and the equilibrium of the pendulum is ‘‘passively’’ stabilized.
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Of course, this result was obtained more easily by the Barbashin]
Krasowskii theorem. But the construction of the Lyapunov function gives
us some more information: once the constants A and C are fixed, we can
expect fast stabilization for B s 4, this value minimizing D.
Let us now have a glance at the simplified case M s 0, m s a s g s 1,
corresponding to a s g s 1, C s 1r2, A s h, and B s k. Then, if we fix
A and consider different values of B, numerical computation shows that
fast stabilization is obtained for B s 4. On the other hand, if we choose
B s 4 and vary A, the best stabilization corresponds to A near 0.1. This
result is very astonishing and corresponds probably to the fact that if
B s 4 the spring has double frequency of the pendulum and the energy of
the pendulum is quickly transferred to the spring.
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